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I found within myself
an invincible summer.
Camus

In the midst
of winter,
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Satellite Co-op
Resolves

Money Problems
BY JAN FURDA AND
KATHY GURDON

A Satellite Co-Op plan which
would provide alternative
suggestions for the use of existing
campus facilities for study and
recreation is presently in its
organizational stages. The
committee, under chairman Ed
Lumpkin, is investigating the
feasibility of implementation of a
co-op on campus. In order to
experience a co-op program in
operation, Mr. Lumpkin along
with Mr. George Siska, recently
visited Brookdale Community
College.
Satellite Co-Ops are
necessitated because of the state
of economy. Because of "tight"
money that state cannot provide
money for the construction of
non-academic buildings.
Therefore, if a college feels the
need for more facilities, the only
alternative is the utilization of
existing buildings on campus.
Suggestions which have been
made include the re-arranging of
desks in classrooms whenever a
class is not in session or
reconverting unused classrooms
into study lounges. Through
donations, there is also the
possibility of adding small
complexes onto the main
buildings.

Campus 1st
Aid Squad
Seeks Help

Mr. Lumpkin outlined the
Brookdale space utilization
processes. While touring a new
campus building, he noted that
the only inside walls present were
those separating the different
areas, such as, humanities, student
affairs and fine arts. Within each
space there were individual
cubicles separated by partitions.
These partitions were 5½ to 6 feet
tall, made of cork so as to absorb
the sound. Drapes were also hung
to prevent sound from traveling
outside of the compartment. Ed
Lumpkin suggested applying this
idea of "sectioning" to the lounge
in Willis Hall.
Again at Brookdale, a former
barn had been converted into a
cafeteria. The barn stalls were
shellacked and tiled. Each stall
could accomodate eight students.
The same idea could perhaps be
implemented with the stalls in the
Kean building.
At last Thursday's meeting of
the Satellite Co-Op committee,
Lumpkin notified all the
sub-committees that their
investigations concerning cost and
available space should be
tab u I ated and ready to be
submitted to President Weiss
before Christmas vacation. This is
necessary in order that the project
be put into effect for next
semP.ster. Under the plan, work
has already begun in a room in the
Industrial Arts building, in order
to provide study space.

Black Solidarity Day Observed
BY SHERAL YN WELCH

Monday , November 1, marked
the third annual observance of
Bi ack Soiidarity Day. The
program, initiated in 1969, was
conceived by the Black Student
Committee of Brooklyn College,
headed by Carlos Russel. Each
year, the day follows a specific
theme, - this year's theme being,
" Unity of the Black Family".
Blacks at Newark State observed
Solidarity Day with a scheduled
program sponsored by the
Co I legiates for Black Action
organization on campus.
Because of the rain drenched
day, the observances took place in
the Little Theatre. The activities
began with the Black flag salute

and anthem. A majority of those
attending displayed the Black,
red and green colors of the flag.
Following the opening
ceremonies, Mrs. Janice Jackson
and the brother of Mal Martin,
spoke on the topic of "Black
Family Unity". They both
expressed the hope that blacks
would strengthen their family ties.
At 10 :30 a.m. a Chartered bus
took those parti cipating in the
events of the day to Jersey City
State College, where the principle
speaker was Bobby Seale. He too
stressed the need for black family
coalition. Other speakers were
present, each receiving a warm
reception.
After the · speeches, Newark

Woods To Go? Maybe

Under the direction of Mr.
William Finkel, Assistant to the
Vice President for Administration
and Finance, Newark State is
experimenting with the possibility
of setting-up a Volunteer First
Aid Squad on campus. Owing to
the size of the College
community, it should be viable
for us to support such a program.
This approach is necessary
because of College growth .
Newark State is in dire need of a
better and more reliable system.
If every person would be
willing to give just a little of his
time, it would be possible to mart
this service on a 24-hour basis. If
Last Tuesday, Nov. 2, the bond
there is enough response to form a issue for higher education was
squad, funds can then be solicited passed by the people of New
for an ambulance to be housed on Jersey . What does this bond issue
mean to Newark State College? It
campus.
All people interested in the means $7 .5 million will be given
formation of the First Aid Squad to NSC, of which the majority of
are asked to contact Mr. Finkel in the money will go to the
Townsend Hall or leave comments construction of new buildings.
or replies at the INDEPENDENT Any additional monies will be
OFFICE addressed to Mr. Finkel. used on road improvements,

sewage and drainage work. This
means people and people and
more people. That is 2,500 dorm
students and the over all increase
of 12,000 more students in an
area presently abused and
confused.
It may be of interest to note
where the new buildings will be
built in relationship to what little
natural area is left on NSC. New

Dormitories and a giant
maintenance complex shall
replace the largest wooded area on
campus. That is the area running
from Dougall Hall · to the Campus
Schools (but a 50 foot area of
trees will remain to block the view
of
the
surrounding
neighborhood). A large classroom
complex will be constructed
between Willis and Bruce Halls
(Continued on P.age 2)

State's participants returned to
campus, where the program
continued in the Little Theatre. A
skit was performed by the Black
Arts group which outlined the
over-all Black experience.
Thoughts on Black values and
ideals were expressed throughout
th':! afternoon. The day's activities
then culminated with the Black
flag salute and anthem.
Those attending the variou!'
ceremonies were highly impresser]
and term ed it a " successful day ''
and felt that a general positive
feeling was generated from the
day's events. It was also noted
that Black unity has become a
definite and worthwhile effort.

Federal
Career Day
Coming
The third annual FEDERAL
CAREER DAY will be held again
this year outside the Snack Bar at
the College Center on Monday,
November 15th from 10 a.m. to
3 :30 p.m. It will be followed the
next day, Tuesday, November
16th, by the Federal Service
Entrance Examination (FSEE) to
be given on campus, in Bruce 209
at 12: 15 p.m. sharp. These events
are sponsored by the Placements
Office.
The FEDERAL CAREER
DAY on Monday provides an
opportunity for all students,
underclassmen as well as juniors
and seniors to explore informally
with federal officers the
opportunities that may be
available to them on graduation in
this and other geographical areas.
Representatives from the U.S.
Civil Service Commission, the
(Continued on Page 2)
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2nd Monthly Student
Recital Slated

,..

Woods To Go? Maybe
buildings but they're waiting for
replacing what open area there is the creek to dry up.
It is necessary for the State
now (less mud but less trees). The
student services center shall be Colleges to make room for more
converted into more class rooms state students. Let it be done in a
and a general expansion of the manner of which it will not
building itself (more students). destroy campus beauty. I have
Nancy Thompson Library shall be spoken to Dean Parks and Mr. Hill
expanded 100%, but in which concerning the construci ton plans.
direction? Perhaps in the direction 'lbey both seem to be in favor of
of the wooded area behind good building and at the same time
old Nancy . Less trees but more maintaining campus beauty.
students. NSC has plans for more Under Ed Mulkeen, I and other

Career Day
(Continued from Pagl' I)

Social Security Administration
and the Internal Revenue Service
will be able to answer individual
ques tio ns conce rning
qualifications , salaries and
opportunities not only in their
own departments but in other
fields.
The Federal Service Entrance
Examination on the following
da y , Tuesday, is a walk-in
examination lasting
approximately 2½ to 3 hours. It is
a required first step to most
federal civil service· positions. We
are offering students the
opportunity to take the exam
conveniently on cam pus at this
time because the results will not
be available to them for about
eigh t weeks. In this way, seniors
who do not pass the exam may
take it again, or play their job
campaigns accordingly.
A student who does take the
FSEE does not commit himself in
any way.
Applications will be available
on Federal Career Day or at the
time of the exam.

The first meeting of the
Contemporary Dance
Group_ will meet in the
Dance Studio Gym on
November 13, 1971 at
4:30. All interested people
please attend. No previous
experience needed. Come
dressed to move.

students have made plans for a
Student Park. These plans can be
functional in achieving a more
natural campus. So what's the
problem? It will take student
support for approval of such a
project. It is up to us, the
students, to keep Dean Parks and
Mr. Hill to their word of building
a fine campus. I am asking,
no-urging, any persons interested
to contact me James C. Elam
Mailbox No. 3.

Sino-American
Politics Discussed
By Jean Lizerman
afterwards, the Russians kept on
Last Thursday, November 4, winning. Chinese suffered heavily.
1971, at College Hour, Mr. They realized they could not
Edmund Club spoke about our continue to confront everyone.
new Sino-American relations. Mr.
Now the Chinese reaserted
Club was well qualified to discuss themselves. They realized they
this area as he lived in China for must have peaceful coexistence
18 years. He was the former with America.
Consul General to the Soviet
From this policy, Chinese have
Union. Mr. Club was in the U.S. received the fruits of their efforts
Foreign Service. From 1950-1952, - diplomatic recognition from
he was Director of Chinese Affairs Austria, Italy , Kuwait, Nigeria,
Ethiopia, Austria, since October
to the State Department.
Mr . Club talked about of last year.
Another feat for China, U.N.
twentieth century relations with
Red China . Sino-American massive American defeat and a
massive Chinese victory. But, still
relations also involves Japan .
Nixon announced new the U.S. paid no formal
relations with Red China as a recognition. The reason is Taiwan.
"discussion of matters of common Peking plans to influence the
interest." He even sent Kissinger Americans. Part of Americas
to China (his second trip) to set defeat was the administrations not
up a trip to China for himself being content with Red China's
(date unset.) Part of the new name being mentioned. They had
relations involves economics, to bring in Taiwan's name. They
although with a lesser degree then saved nothing, but doubled the
with the Soviet Union. The U.S. less.
has new trade negotiations - that
As far as Taiwan is concerned,
means less trade with other the U.S. is ready to stand by it's
nations - including Japan.
treaty with Taiwan. Taiwan is
Mr. Club then discussed Red willing to fight China. As far as
China 's foreign policy:
Japan is concerned, she is not
In 1949, the then new Red being treated with trust by Nixon.
China -'set off a policy of the · The Japanese have a saying, "In
country - realization of the the same bed, but with differnt
recovery of the position of China dreams. " There is now ten percent
as an Empire. In reality, they were surcharge on Japanese goods and
weak militarily, politically and an reevaluation of the Yen.
economically. From 1955 to
In conclusion, America has not
1965, they were progressive in changed it's policy, only it's
their foreign relations - they felt tactics toward Red China.
close to greatness.

In 1969, a Proletarian Cultural
Revolution ocurred. It was
dangerous- Military clashes on the
Yursure River in March with the
Russians. The first battle was
won, but in the second and

NOTICE:
FEDERAL SERVICE
ENTRANCE EXAM
BRUCE 209
Tues-, Nov. 16
12 :15 SHARP!
Walk-in, 2½ hrs.

The second of a series of
The 2 performing pianists are
month l y stu d ent recita ls music juniors Thomas McRoberts
presented by the Music (of Bergenfield), and Robert Walls
Department on Fridays at 10:45 (of Elizabeth). Mr. McRoberts will
am in TPA 28, Theater for the play the 2nd movement from
Performing Arts, will be held on Schubert's Sonata in A Major, Op.
November 19. Students from the 120, Andante, and Mr. Walls will
studios of Dr. Annajean Brown play Kabalevsky's Sonatina in g,
(voice) , Prof. H. Golub (piano) , op. 13 , No. 2.
Prof. J. Volpe (trumpet), and
Prof. Lowell Zimmer
(woodwinds) will perform in the
The 3 performing voice
rectial.
students are Nancy Kanter (of
A wooawind trio consisting of Maplewood) , soprano, who will
Hannah Torain (of Scotch Plains), sing songs by H. Bishop and G.
flute ; James Siano (of Elizabeth), Faure ; Janette Goleme (of
clarinet ; and Robert Renna (of Linden), soprano , in a song by R.
Elizabeth), clarinet, will play two Quilter and an aria by W.A.
compostions by Prof. Lowell Mozart; and Melinda Schodt (of
Elizabethk soprano, singing the
Zimmer as well as Mozart's works by r. Cimeia, R. Hahn , and
Allegro from Divertimento No . 4. F. Cowen. Acting as accompanists
Music sophomore James Love (of will be Profs. D. Engelhard and J.
Newark) will play an English Suite Volpe, as well as music students
arranged for trumpet solo by B. Justine Oshetsky and Margie
Tears.
Fitzgerald.

Council Election
Results
The following twelve freshman
have been elected to Council:
Mary Jane Leonard (108)
Ishan Wiggins (96)
Maureen Flanagan (94)
Chuckie Griffin (91)
Alice Bongiovanni (89)
Alice Ann Hoeft (86)
Paul Addeo (85)

Al Henderson (80)
Jim Colucci (79)
Cindy Wojton (77)
Leslie Binetti (74)
Bill Crum (72)
The newly-elected council
members assembled for their first
meeting November 5th.

Meeting For Jr.,
And Soph. Ed. Majors
Present JUNIORS (day
students) who intend to do
student teaching in the 1972-73
academic year will meet in the
Theatre for the Performing Arts
on Tuesday, November 30, 1971,
at 1: 4 0. Distribution of
applications for student teacing
assignments will be followed by
an orientation session.

Present SOPHOMORES who
intend to major in fine arts,
elementary education, and early
childhood will meet at 2:30 in the
TPA on the same date to receive
applications for the 1972-73
junior field experience.
A meeting for FSD,
certification, and MAT students
will be announced at a later date.

Coffee House
Enforces
New Policy

Pep Boys
Winner
Announced

Due to the surge of high school
students to the Coffee House a
new policy is obviously needed.
Only those students with Newark
State I.D. 's will be admitted. they
in turn can bring one guest.
The Coffee House would also
like to thank those people who
have done so much in the past but
more people are needed to help
out in the future. Remember the
Coffee House belongs to students
so it's overall condition rests with
you.

Attention
Married Students!
Babysitting, Inc. needs you .full
time or weekends for live-in
babysitting. Make $ I 00 or
more a week . Couples with one
child are more than welcome.
If you enjoy children and
could use extra money call
964-7979.

Three grand prizes

W. Carl Burger-coloring
Rose Marie Marangi - Generally
Good
Runners up -

Lynn B-originality
Gary Ruzzo - most entries
All entrants receive a
wonderful pencil which can be
used for many uses. Runners up
receive both pencils and sturdy,
heavy gauge steel coffee cans with
durable plastic lids. Grand prize
winners receive certificates of
merit, pencils, and . . . each will
receive a magnificent, hand
carried steel wheel (net value in
Nigeria 15.00) which, with a slight
weld or Bra~, will fit in the back
set of almost any auto. ·
Winners can pick up prizes
from 9 : 30 to 12 : 00 am,
Thursdays in VE 115.· -
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Stude-ntsMadeMembers Job Listings Posted Oct. 1;5
Of College Committees
Biochemical Procedures

1350 Liberty Avenue, Hillside
Mr. Pavlocics 923-5301

The following students have
been given membership on the
various Faculty Senate and all
college committees; they will act
as representativ~ for the Newark
State student community:

Fowler ('72), Rochelle Rosen
('73), Burt Marton ('73), Thelman
Newman ('72),

Graduate and Research
Committee: E. Lee Shepard
Library and Educational Media
All
College Promotion Committee: Glenn White ('72).
Committee: Willa Hogan (Class of College Curriculum Committee:

Part Time Driver 1:30-6 or 7 PM -$2.31 per hour

Moru Candy Company
1112 Walnut Street, Roselle
Mr. Fisher 241-4497

Part Time Factory Work Hours to be arranged $2.25 per hour

Commercial Stationers of Union Inc.
2020 Morris Avenue (At Center) Unioh
Call for appointment 688-7079

Full or part time stock clerk (Office Supplies)

'74) Patrick Moast ('73), Jerry Valarie Dorr, Roberta Harwin . Holiday Inn
Price ('74).
. ('72), Esther McDevitt, Kenneth 120 Evergreen Place, East Orange
Mrs. Callahan - 677-3100
School , of Arts and Sciences Thilson ('72).
Retention and Tenure Committee
(RT): Gary DeCarolis ('72),

Michael Fitzgerold ('72), Marcial
Garlitos ('72).

School of
Curriculim

Arts and Sciences
Committee: Frank

School of Education Retention
and Tenure Committee (RT):

Burns ('72) Salvatore Cafiero
('74), alternate Kathleen
Campbell ('73 ).

Eloise Hajjar _ ('72), William
Hickey ('72), Jill Slonim ('73).

School of Education Curriculum
Committee: Beth Griffiths ('74 ),

Academic Standards and
Admissions Committee: Cheryl

Gary Rozzo ('73),
Verlengeri ('73).

u,OU use
you~

how to use
the iatemal
deodorant;:.
Korfolms.

Angela

Students
Fight
_For Yost
by Betty Wetzler

Switchboard Oper. Exp. $2.50, Inexp. $2.00 (car necessary)

Mr. Irvin Levine
119 Cherry Street, Elizabeth
1st floor ring buzzer (Just moved no phone yet)
$2 per hr.

Part-Time truck Driver Light Van.

Richard Lewis Ins. Agency
4 77 Chestnut Street, Union
Mr. Clark 688-8100

Part Time Office Work - S3:'ary open

North End Motel
On-The-Boardwalk
Ocean Grove -Apply The Manager, 51 Main Street 07756
Applic,tions will be accepted after J4nuary 1, 1972 for summer employment. Salary to be discussed:
1
Desk clerks - 20
,
Switchboard Opera. -18
;
Typists-18
Secretaries - 20
Porters - 20
Maids-20
Bellboys - 18
Maintenance - 19
Night watchman - 21
Night auditor - 21
Administrative assistants - 21

Miss Monica Yost, Sociology
instructor, has formally been
denied tenure by her department
Apply after January
and by the Arts and Sciences Homestead Restaurant lnc.
Retention and Tenure Committee. Boardwalk at North End
Both levels cite the basis for this Ocean Grove, N.J.
denial solely on the fact that Miss Mrs. Patrick Hughes, Mgr., Prospeci 4-.3 196
Stopping ifl'mininc odor is
Yost is not progressing towards or Summer season May 20th to Sept i7th
Waitresses. Apply after January
easier than ·you think . Each
receiving a Ph.D. in Sociology.
tiny -as -a-fingertip Norforms "
To p!otest what they consider Veterans Administration
"Suppository" is as simple and
a grossly unjust decision, several 20 Washington Place, Newark
safe to insert as a tiny tampon.
concerned s_tudents have Mr. Green 645-3381
Part time General Clerical - $2 to $3 per hour
Just insert- it begins dissolvorganized to present signed
ing instantly to kill bacteria,
petitions calling for "the college Staff Builders
stop feminine oJor whae it
administration and Board of 24 Commerce Street, Newark
starts . .. internally, in the
Trustees l to] reconsider their M~. Fennekohl 622-7488
Part-time warehouse work in Wayne N..T.
vaginal tract. present denial of Miss Yost's Pa~king Books hrs. flex.
You feel c\can , fresh , odortenure and realize that her
free for hours. No shower, no
experiences outweigh the intrinsic Staff Builders
douche stops odor the way
value of a Ph.D. in Sociology."
.(address above)
N orforms do.
t .
.!
Miss Yost, now engaged in her Going out into industry for Staff Bui,lders (Selling Services) Part-time $1.75 to $2.00 per hour(
_PREE NORFORMS MINI-PACI(
third year teaching at Newark
.
I ~ua booklet ! W nte -to: Norwich I State, spent two years doing Astro Industries Corp.
I armacalCo.,Dept.CN.C,Norwicb, I Jnner-City work ·.in Washington, 716 Liderwood Avenue, Elizabeth
N.Y. 13815. Eneloae 2St to cover I
.
-D.C. and .Baltimore. Her Masters' Mr. ,Thompson 353-4422
I mailing and handling.
I N .
I
I thesis dealt with · the influence Qf Warehouse clerk, recordkeepin•g light pkg. handling to .fit sched. Salary Open
I · a~.- - - - - - - - - I·
I Street---~---___;;- I the American · Culture on the Gallo Wine Sales of N.J. In·c
Samoan Culture, research for
520 Division Street
I
I which was carried on in Hawaii.
Elizabeth, N.J. 07207
I
Dcn'tfora<t your tip code
I
11M Norwich Products Diviaion
George Mados, senior Mr. Donovan 289-8000 (ext. 51)
• l"The Norwich"Pharmacal Co.
Sociology major and student Drivers Helpers 1 or 2 free days during week or holidays flexible according to schedule 8:30 to 5:00 P.M.
·
representative on the Sociology $2.50 per hour
Department Committee which
recommended the denial of Mrs. McGregor
tenure, stated that: "Sociology Union 686-2136
and Social Welfare students are Baby sitter for small 1 yr. old arrangements and salary to be discussed.
Townsend Lecture Series
unanimous in .their desire to retain
Miss Yost. The administration is Mrs. Josephson
Is Still Alive. New
Mowing lawns and odd jobs salary and hours to be arranged
placing primary concern on the Telephone El 3-0110
Ph.D. We feel the primary
Members, However Are
consideration should be high Franklin State Bank
quality of teaching - which Miss 336 Park Ave.
Yost has evidenced by the Scotch Plains
Desperatly Weeded.
Part time Tellers (3 needed) 3 PM to 8 PM 5 days
evaluations ascribed her by Miss Del Conte 322-4 700
9 AM to 5 PM Saturdays
students she has taught and by Salary open
All Interested Please
faculty who have sat in on her
classes. She has received uptmost Wheelock-Lovejoy
265 Pennsylvania Ave. Hillside
Attend Meeting In School praise from both."
Charles
Miles 355-6530
Steel warehouse work morning hours preferred Salary open
Mados went on to say that he
considered a Ph.D. as of
Store Building Meeting
"secondary" importance when Elizabeth General Hospital
compared to what he termed 925 E. Jersey Street, Elizabeth
Pt : Time Cashier someone for weekends salary open
Yost's "high teaching quality" Mrs. Diou 289-8600
Room B College Free
and "experiences with people."
He further explained that the N.J. State Bur. of Children's Services 1155 Magnolia Avenue
Hour Tues., Nov. 16
departmental committee which Elizabeth,
recommended denial is composed Mr. Jo~ph Hand 289-3333
$50. per week and/or $1.25 an hour
(Welfare Bet. will pay sitter)
Thank You. of a chairman, two faculty
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Sound And Fury

Editorial

_Hey

In Defense

o ·£. ....

Rube!!
It seems as if the fifties are alive and well on
campus again. Yes, gang, the monosyllabic rubes
that ruled for an entire decade are coming back into
style here at NSC and, apparently, across the nation.
Locally, one has only to look at antics at recent
social events here (concerts and the like) to see the
rubes in action.
Now here's the a parent crux of the problem.
Somewhere along · the line the concept of
intelligance has been lost. Nobody is quite sure why,
but college campuses are now one cut above nursury
schools in ideological concepts. Students, or a large
slice of the student population, would rather sit
back and be entertained (either by there own
sophomoric antics or those of their peers) than
participate in any action that might be termed
"ugh" CULTURAL.
Well, for all you people out there that haven't
lost any and all perspective of what college has to
offer, here are a few ideas for the upcoming weeks.
The Theater Guild will be presenting "Man of
LaMancha" both this weekend and next. CCB's
Film Marathon will include the only film version of
George Orwell's "Animal Farm," the only full
length animated film to be made in Britain, by the
way. The CCB Fine Arts Committee will be
presenting a series of shows beginning the tenth of
this month and running through December. Procal
Harum will be appearing in concert in a couple of
weeks, with Kirtg Crimson. The Free University and
Explore are still in existence for anyone that's
interested. DANA REVIEW, the schools literary
magazine, is accepting prose, poetry and
artwork . . . anf if things REALLY get rough you
can always work for THE INDEPENDENT and
become target of the wrath of local simians.
As you can see, NSC has little or nothing to
offer in the way of cultural entertainment. Quoting
the immortal words of Jonathan Edwards,
altogether now, "More beeyah!"

fRM,kJ..y~IJ)Cj . . . . . . ... by

Phil Frank

Ir: (i(J6fS TUIS IS Cln?~ MARV:
.::l/4:116 ""1Jea ~

'57/Jt)f !•h-Ji¥/S,,W)..

To the Editor:
I am writing this letter as a
challenge to our editor and in
reply to one of his com ments in
the Nov. 4th edition of the
Independent. I doubt very much
if he will print this even though
his words were "I do have the
balls to print it."
I am sick and tired of the abuse
handed out to all of the greek
organizations on this campus by
the "pot-smoking shit heads" on
the newspaper staff. I am in
agreement with that further
disruption at a crowded theatre
may not be called for. However, I
doubt if there was a near race riot.
And even if there was maybe
those who called out "you eat it"
have reason to. Just maybe they
have closer relations with blacks
and legitimate reason for disliking
them. But this is beside the point.
The "brothers banded together in
bonds of friendship" and the
Greek sisters have done and will
do more for this school than any
psuedo-hippie independent on this
campus. Who reads your paper
anyway? The beer drinking all
American& that come back and
forth into the snack bar. Who is it
that tries to run student
organization, Greeks in healthy
competition for office. Who runs
the Cancer drives and the cake
sales, Greeks. I only remember
one or two long-haired
independents giving to the Cancer
drive we had recently and you 're
the people who preach love and
say that we fake it for our
pledges. You are all full of shit.
Finally I would like to see an
apology in next week's paper to
Sigma Theta Chi because it is us
who will take the blame for saying
"you eat it" whether or not it was
us.
And from here on in I would
like to see a change of attitude
towards the Greeks on this
Campus.
Yours in brotherhood and love,
Kevin Donahue
Executive Secretary,
Sigma Theta Chi
EDITOR'S NOTE : Two years ago,
your letter would have been
rather amusing. However, that was
two years ago, when people were
still pitting "freaks" vs. "greeks"
and "independents" vs "frats
and /or sororities." Now I don 't
find your attitude anything but
trite, and frankly it bores me. No,
digusts me is a better word . The
only folks who have voiced any.
complaints to me (in all, three
people), were involved in the
junior frolics themselves.
Your' attitude about the entire
situation reeks of racism (your
legitimate reason for disliking
blacks would be an interesting
topic for discussion). Were I a
frequenter of the snack bar, I
would also object to being
pidgeoned holed as a "beer
drinking all-American." Perhaps
you know all the students'
personal habits who use the snack
bar. I don't.
It seems, if I remember
correctly, that my remarks last
week were aimed at the cretin
element at the showing of
"Freaks." If you weren't there,
why bitch? Unless of course you
were there, and find yourself
criticized. To that I say: tsk: tsk.
If anyone out there is
expecting an apology or a

retraction, please don't hold your
breath. It will be a long time
com ing. In closing I can only
repeat last week's bon mot. Grow
up.
PS. I don't recall knocking
Greek organizations in this paper.
As for your insinuations about
"pot smoking hippies, shove it,
buster.

Al
Attacked!
To the ugly one - or - the
writer of "My Article"
Independent vol. xii number 7.
Dear Half Ass:
Drop Dead! I call you a half ass
because if you were a whole ass
you would be a perfect ass and we
all know that you are not perfect,
yet. I am sure I speak for a large
group of students who don't
particularly like your kind of
humor or you, whoever you are.
I am sure there is a good reason
why you don't sign your name.
Could it be you may not be able
to spell it yet? Or is it just that
you are scared to be discovered as
being _the subject of your own
article. But whatever reason, you
can be sure cop a plea for yourself
from behind your nameless
article.
As for being considered "not
able to think," well an immature
mind as yours would not be able
to see mature thinking as such.
I don't know what gives you
the right to judge people. How do
you know what kind of
circumstances

put

them

where

they are. Their heads are together.
Where the hell is yours.
You better get into your head
more before someone knocks it
off your rounded shoulders.
Tony Zuccarello
Editor's Note.
Dear Tony ,
For a far - out peek at the
author's name, pick up on the
Independent, vol. II, numbers 1,
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Due to a printer's
oversight most bylines were
omitted from issue No. 7. Now
let's talk about knocking off
heads, shall we?

Ditto!
Dear editor:
It would be deeply appreciated
if you would print this letter.

First of all I demand a public
explanation of why you did not
print the letter I wrote to Al
Malawka. And please don 't give
me that story you gave the other
girl a few weeks ago about not
getting it in on the deadline. The
letter was there. I had a perfectly
valid point to make about that
dude asking for handouts. Besides
even if you and he didn't like the
contents of the letter you still
should have printed it. I have a
perfect right to say what I want in
this, (excuse me, my newspaper).
Since I'm writing I might as well
say it all. Your articles, no, some
of those articles you print are of
absolutely no interest to the
student body. (though some are
really good). For example who
cares about how the field hockey
team played Douglass, or how
John Smith thinks Kathy Jones
would make a great frosh
president. Oh what really kills me
are those mixed up disconnected
thoughts of your good buddy
Malawka. If you print all that shit
why don't you print mine. I can't
wait to see what biting remarks
you have for me in your little
editors note. Whatever you write
don't use that dumb joke about
writing in crayon that I must have
seen at least 10 times. And what
about those gag letters from N.
Weiss, and the one from some
guys father complaining about the
cover photos. I'm sure there are
more relevant and pressing
complaints to be entered in
"Sound and Fury" so why don't
you sit down and start typing, and
reading the letters written instead
of rigging those gag letters. "The
Independent wants
MEEEEEE!!!!! and everyone else
who has something important to
say. Malawka . . . get a job and
shut up.
Sincerely yours,
Pamela Povlin
EDITOR'S NOTE. To read Miss
Povlin's first letter, merely pick
up last week's INDEPENDENT.

Journalism
On Campus
TO THE EDITOR:
In response to your editorial
concerning ·the "Pristine"
attitudes of one being offended
(Continued on Page 14)
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such crude displays of college
Al Malawka
Somewhere along the line, talent (?) . If not, then the story
Newark State College (?) must com in' down the tube is that
have earned itself the reputation many college functions such as
of attracting the scum of the movies, concerts etc. , will be cut
earth; the vil e dung which . down. (Beer-dri nkers beware!)
uncerimoniously finds itself
* * *
setting at the base of toilet bowls Dear Pam,
across the continental United
So good to hear from you. It's
States.
always such a pleasure to hear
Never before have so many from someone with a burning
been subject to so much shi t thought on her mind. If, as you
inbuing ,them from the greater say , you "speak for a large part of
Union County area. Where else the student body," then the
could one possibly find a college student body must number two.
community which allows it's very (I'm sorry to say, but as of the
" life-sty le (?)" to become date that I'm writing this article,
threatened by the imposition of the number of reply 's has only
the mores of the local high school reached TWO.
It is a clear-cut fact that I do
crowds? If you had just guessed
good 'ol Newark State, you 're realize that almost everyone has
right. (About half-right though!) money problems of some sort. As
Although it's old news already , to my consistent pleas for
It seems to be a story that will financial assistance, they have
ever live in infamy. Witness the terminated. Happy? Ecstatic?
most recent incident, the showing Filled with Glee? Weep no more
of " Night of the Living Dead," my child, I won 't again bombard
and "Freaks." It gets somewhat you with my tale. (Sleep tight
ludicrous to go on mentioning and tonight, the menace isn 't going to
re-mentioning the absolute appear again.)
mediocrity of the "college crowd"
Seeing as you've taken a vested
itself, but this time they, (yes interest in my job-hunting
friends, the mysterious THEY are exploits, I imagine I should relate
back again on campus), were the latest facts . NO JOB YET, but
joined in merry hi-jinks by their
I'm still tryin'. (Thanks for your
illustriou s high school concern.)
counterparts. If you were there,
then you were a witness to the
It is nice though to get letters
goings-on. Newark State had once meant especially for me. Thanks
again succeeded in attracting the again. As a memorable closing, I
SIMIAN SOCIETY to yet another end my reply with the famous
college event.
remark found in innumerable high
If this article sounds somewhat school yearbooks. "Although I've
like Ed's editorial of last week, known you for only a short time,
and if you 're simply getting bored I feel I've made a good friend.
by hearing it over and over again, God bless you and good luck
then good for 'ya. Perhaps the always."
insistent repitition of the same
Yours in Christ,
story will get you upset enough to
Alexander Nicholas Malawka
finally act in a way to prevent
Hal and Billy say hello.

Book Review

Alienation ·& Economics
By Lois Mattson
ALIENATION
AND
ECONOMICS by Walter A.
Weisskopf E.R . Dutton, New
York, 192 pp $7.95

The studies and theories of
economics have always been a
total and very complete mystery
to me. After a course in basic
economics, knowing quite well
marginal utility and guns and
butte r, I was st ill asking
elementary questions like " How
come inflation happens?" and
getting answers that didn't make
sense. What I am trying to say is I could never see logic in
economics. Now as the entire
economics department of NSC
takes time out to wince at my
dumbness, I will explain the book.
Mr. Weisskopf sees a very
strong tie between alienation and
economics. He defines alienation
as an inescapable part of being
human - man cannot " actualize
all of his potentialities" - thus he
is alienated. In the course of
self-realization, man should
"actualize more and different
potentialities." Mr. Weisskopf
feels that the initial alienation of
man in regards to self, explains
alienation from society, which is
the beginning of the economic
discussion. Mr. Weisskopf has
explained his theory of alienation
developing ideas from Max
Weber's Protestant ethic, and this
theory is quite easy to
comprehend, being children of
this ethic.
i t
o nt+
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Summaries of theories and
thought of classical and
neoclassical economics were
helpful and easily related to the
major ideas of the work. Perhaps
the neatest idea was that of
GNP-fetishism. Mr. Weisskopf
finds it rather obnoxious that
Gross National Product should be
such a major preoccupation
among economists. He suggests
that it might be considered "a
center of economic worship."
Even in my lack of
understanding of economics, I
have always found the study very
depressing. It seems very crude to
have so much time spent on
money and work and the different
situations when these two forces
either boom or bust. Mr.
Weisskopf's final words on the
subject, though they were merely
ideas, were quite encouraging. He
feels that man must develop a new
philosophy in which he may
consider wealth and all of it's
tangents as a road to a destructive
way of life. A new discipline will
have to be developed which will
"teach people when and how to
rest." This new realization would
require a mu ltid i_mensional
balance of existence. That is a
balance of various forces and
levels and ideas "derived from
ecology, biology, psychology,
existential philosophy and
ontology." It is unfortunate that
this theory smacks of Utopia!!
~ ....;
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by Marty Egan
Well Jeff Beck is back with us
again. But this time we find a
more refined Beck , less raunchy
and more sophisticated. As for the
group , he uses the same
combination that was heard on his
two previous albums which is
drums, bass, piano, lead vocalist,
and Beck .
Turning to the music it's
obvious that Beck has taken
somewhat of a step in a new
direction in comparison to his
material of the past. The tracks
are arranged in more of a
tight-knit fashion rather than his
well known improvisational type
arrangements. There is also less

by Mal

For us to succeed in our
revolution in America, we must
first initiate a Black American
cultural revolution which develops
new economic and cultural
principles - and translates them
into action. Such a cultural
revolution shall guide us in our
use of the material tools of
Anglo -American culture and
create a new, quite different Black
reality.
Black intellectuals should not
dismiss offhand, the theoretics of
third world leaders such as Fanon,
Mao or Toure. Nor can we
transfer them, whole cloth , to the
American scene: Fanon's violent
lumpenproletariat are not ours,
nor is Nyerere's agricultural
revolution a fit parallel to our
condition. Instead, we must
extract the principles, the method
of such thinkers, and apply them
to our specific conditions, so that
Blackness becomes more than a

emphasis placed upon his flashy supplies excellent vocals. All the
guitar playing and instead we find tracks on the album were written
him blending in with everybody by Beck except one which he
making the listener less aware of co-authored. That to me seems
his presence.
like a nice-sized accomplishment
As far as the musicians, Beck considering Beck has never done
has once again managed to come any extensive writing before.
up with some top notch musicians
There is only one thing that
as he has always done in the past. bothered me almost entirely
Two of the reasons that lie behind throughout the album and that
the group taking on a new sound was Beck's newest and extreme!·
are the bassist and piano player . over used play toy - guitar
They both play with a light jazzy through a Leslie unit. He uses the
sty le as oppossed to rock and damn thing on all but two cuts.
roll's Nicky Hopkins and Ron However its reall y no t all that bad
Wood who both were with Beck's because like I mentioned earlier
group at one time . Cozy Powell is it 's mixed in nicely with
constantly right in the middle everything else.
Standouts on the album are
drumming away and $ob Tench
"Situation" , which is to a small
extent Yardbirdish being build
around a repetitive riff and , "New
Ways Train Train," a fast little
rocker . Add another fine album to
Beck's growing collection.

mood, a sense of fraternity and a
common recognition of racial
oppression; and, instead , becomes
hammered and forged into an
objective political and cultural
reality.
We do not need an instant
methodology to achieve our goal,
and to dogmatically impose one
single method would be to defeat
the creative renaissance of our
struggle and inhibit the creativity
and resources of us - the Black
students, intellectuals, scholars
and laymen. A revolution , after
all, is a system of thought and
action which poses new and
superior alternatives to the people
themselves.
To comment briefly on the
Black Solidarity ceremonies
November 1, 1971, in my
opinion they were a success not
because of the turnout, the
excellent performance of the
Black Arts group or the speakers
(Continued on Page 6)

BS
From
'73
The Executive Board of the
Junior Class met during free hour
November 4. The Coffee House
Note was discussed in detail. The
Publicity Chairman Ed Lupkin
assisted in the creation of the
classes Coffee House Nite.
If any Junior is interested in
forming a decorating Committee
for Christmas please contact the
President, Steve Band or the Vice
President Mike Schiavo. This can
be done through the Student
Organization office.
· The Junior Class Executive
Board extended its approval
towards the Curriculum
Committee's excellent work.
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Students
Fight
representatives, and himself, and
that
"the
negative
recommendation contained no
student signature."
Gary Decarolis, senior Social
Welfare major and one of three
student representatives on the
divisional Arts and Sciences
Retention and Tenure Committee,
commente d : "The Sociology
department is still a young
department. It still can be
molded. We feel Miss Yost is a
Contemporary Sociologist. She is
relevant to student wants and has
, dealt with today 's problems. She
was first to teach the now
three-year old Subculture of
Poverty course: she re-vamped
and re-modeled it to make it
rel evant and practical."
Decarolis disclosed that, when
the issue of tenure was first
presented to the Arts and Sciences
R.T. Committee, the vote was in
favor of granting tenure (6-3 , with
one committee member absent).
A two-day interum followed with a
second vote being 5-4 in favor of
denying tenure .
DeCarolis then explained that
Miss Yost was asked to
leave Newark State at the end of
the 1970-71 school year (she had
then com pleted two years
teaching at N.S.C.; retaining her
for a third year would make her
eligible for tenure). This decision
was reversed in August after
interviewing seven applicants for
her position - none of the seven
had come near to the degree of
qualifications Yost possesses.
DeCarolis summed up by saying
"We can't afford the loss."

....._.,
lit,

but because the program was
planned and carried out by the
Black students, led by Sister Rose
from C.B.A. It indicates a turning
point for the Black students at
this campus, because it marks a
change in the attitudes and intent
of the third world students. Our
participation and response shows
we are finally getting our thing
together and I'm sure the
infiltrators and devils who were
there got the message. My
congratulations to all who were
present . POWER TO THE
PEOPLE! To those who didn't
show remember this, if you are
not part of the solution, you are
part of the problem .
UMOJO MAKONO

CCB
Elections
College Center Board elections
will be held on November 17 at
7: 00 in the CCB offi ce.
Applications will be available in
the Student Activities Office.
Interested Freshmen and
So phomor es are especially
encouraged to apply for all open
posit ions . This is a good
opportunity to become involved
in campus activities.
I.D. Cards for students enrolled
in the Student Mec.lical
In surance are now ready for
distribution. Pick up your l.D .
Card any afternoon between 2
and 4 p.m. in the College
Health Service.

Several students have expressed
some concern over the situation
on cam pu s concerning the
availability of part time student
employment on the campus. This
year , more than ever, the
availability of funds for student
employment have been curtailed
sharply due to the current crisis in
the national economy. A total of
$113,795 has been given to the
college for the work study and
student aid programs administered
through the financial aid office.
This sum of money has created a
total of 162 positions based on a
total of 65 ,000 alloted hours with
each student working an average
of 15 hours per week. A total of
390 students applied for the 162
positions, (A relatively low
number in light of recent
expressions of concern to be filed
through the Fin. Aid office & for
referral to other jobs handled by
the Personel Office.) All of the
positions are filled. Top priority
in filling the positions was given
to hose students with
demonstrated financial need, in
other words, those students who
needed the jobs most received
them.
This past summer Newark
State employed over 60 students
in par t-time and temporary
positions. This figure surpasses the
average fired for institutions of
com parable size. Additionally
st ud ents are hired by the
bookstore and the food services
department on an independent
basis. The bookstore hires 35 to
40 students each semester for the
"Book Rush" period during the
first two weeks of each semester,

and retains 10 students
t hr oughout the year. Those
salaries are paid directly by the
bookstore. 4 students are hired to
work in the information and
services desk at the college center
and are paid through the
Student-faculty cooperative, Inc .
Food services currently employs
17 undergraduates on a part time
basis but warns of pending
economy measures.
A total of 27 "proctors" are
employed in the residence halls, 6
students also serve as
undergraduate resident advisors
receiving room and board. There
are also 14 substitute proctors
who are employed on part-time
schedules when a need occurs.
In addition to the student aid
and work study programs, and the
above mentioned " independent"
po s itions , a total of
approximatel y 50 students are
employed on a part time basis at
the college in the library , the
registrar's office, the field services
office, and as security guards.
Newark State College has and will
continue to employ as many
studen ts as resources will allow. A
quick tabulation reveals that some
383 students are working on the
campus in various capacities this
fall.
Realizing the employment
needs that many students have,
the office of financial aid also
maintains a file of off-campus
parttime positions. This list is
posted on the bulletin board
adjacent to the Dean of Students
office in Townsend Hall . In an
attempt to help the students
become more aware of these off

campus opportunities, a weekly
list of off campus positions
(available on a first-come,
first-serve basis ) will be included
in the Administrative Report, and
will also be sent to the student
newspaper, The Independent.
If students have questions
related to financial need , or are
seeking off campus employment
they are urged to contact Mrs .
Davies in the office of financial
aid .

PART TIME
OPPORTUNITY
500-1000 a month availabl e.
For int erview call D. Herz
(201) 276-5 993.

MEETING
NOV.

TODAY,

11 DURING the

COLLEGE FREE HOUR
(1 :40)
STUDENT EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION
(S.E.A .):
Guest Speaker and
REFRESHMENTS!!!

(Meeting Room has been
changed from W100 to
DOWNS HALL DINING
ROOM NO . 3!)
All those interested in S.E.A.
and members please attend .

FIRST SEMESTER FREE UNIVERSITY COURSES
··

d

From The Office Of The Pres.

(Continued from Page 5)

(Continued from Page 3)

oI ..
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Monday
Black Women- - - - - - - - 6:00 p.m.
Photography - - - - - - - - 8:00 p.m.

White
V.E. 207

Tuesday
Macrame &
Decoupdge - - - - - - - - - 7:30 p.m. V.E. 119
Beginning Guitar - - - - - -8:00 p.m. - V.E. 311

Wednesday
Rock Music Self Hypnosis

-9:25 a.m. - V.E. 309
- -12: 15 p.rri. - Alumni Lounge

Concientions Objection - -3:05 p.m.

Draft Counseling Office, Bk. Store

Graphics - - - - - - - - - - -7:30 p.m.

V.E. 308

Non-Violent Resistance - -8:00 p.m.

Alumni Lounge

ranscendental Meditation-8:00 p.m.

~ittle Theater

Thursday
Intermediate &
Advanced Guitar
Yoga - - - - - - -

- 1:40 p.m.
-7:30 p.m.

Alumni Lounge
Campus School South, Gym 118
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BLACK SUNDAY
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Directed by Mario Bava ; produced by Massimo de Rita; screenplay by Bava and
Ennio de Concini, based on the novel, "The Vij" by Nikolai Gogol; photography by
Ubaldo Terzano; music by Les Baxter. With Barbara Steele, John Richardson,
lvo Garrani, Andrea Checchi.

,..,e. _ '(1' 9.i'o

BLACK SUNDAY was the first film to win widespread acclaim for the Italian
director and cinematographer, Mario Bava (BLACK SABBATH, DANGER:
DIABOLIK) . The title refers to the one Sunday of each century, during which
Satan walks the earth. The film is set in the mythical land of Moldavia on Black
Sunday, 1840. Princess Asa (Barbara Steele) lies in her coffin, branded as a
vampire by her own brother and burned at the stake 200 years previously. When
a traveling doctor (Andrea Checchi) accidentally spills some blood on her casket,
Asa rises from the dead, and sets out to destroy all her surviving descendants.

KJ''
~

.

" .. . one of the greatest of all vampire films . . .. Much of the effectiveness of
this horrifying film - the most original vampire tale since DRACULA - is due
to its superb photography . . . ."
-Drake Douglas, Horror
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" ... chillingly credible. . .. The shots of the phantom carriage bounding darkly
in slow motion is as beautiful as anything in any horror film anywhere . . . ."
-Raymond Durgnat, Violence In The Cinema
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Valley Of The Gwangi 7:30-9:05
. Animal Farm 9:15-10:25
It's_A Mad, Mad, Mad,
Mad World 10:45-1: 15
Black Sun day 1: 30-3~ 15
The Raven 3:30-5:00
Twist Around The Clock 5:00-6:45
Also Selected Shorts
~

-

(W.C. Fields, Andy Panda, Mickey
Mouse, Betty Boop Plus Many More!)
Times Are Approximate
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three years. I kept my part of the
by Frank lmbraiaco
Those who ingested the last bargain, but when '71 rolled
column on the 1972 performance around and they realized that
and got indigestion , too bad. The they would have · to lower my
worst has yet to come, right rates , they dumped me flat on my
Ralphie? BURP! For sure, '72 is face. I received a letter stating
not the year of change, not with that as of August 16, 1971 , I
tight money and not with would no longer be insured with
government rules breathing down them . You try to go out and find
a new company on August 10.
the auto industry's neck.
From the people who gave you And they call organized crime
Viet Nam, partial employment, public enemy number 1.
increiµ;ed postal rates, and Spiro,
Several weeks ago, my new
they now present safety and insurance agency sent a gestapo
emission control. The principles representative over to the
are great, the rules change by the residency. Seems, he explained.
minute, and money is spent with that he was interested in making a
gay abandon. Sorry kidz, it's your " purely routine" inspection of my
money their spending. To save the veh-hic-cull. If it weren ' t for my ,
perennial leaches (organized under 20th Century China Class and the
the term "insurance companies") superhideous Newark State lot, I
money by '73, you will be paying would have probably been home
for 50 extra pounds of bumper at at the mercy of this blood sucker.
the front of your chevy, and Imagine his reponse when he
perhaps an additional 30 pounds peered at 8 inch polyglas skins,
at the rear bumper. Many have and 8000 R.P.M. tach, cragar
asked me why their new car are so mags, and a 4 speed rock crusher.
poor on gas. One girl, I overheard, I don't think I would become his
claims to be getting less than 10 nominee for Joe Citizen, Driver of
miles per gallon on her new 30 the Year. He probably would have
miles per gallon Vega. The plain contacted all other agencies,
fact is that you will be paying for making it tough to get insurance
extra fuel so that your engine can for me even in Tasmania.
Anyway, we probably could
achieve lower emissions. Heard
about the new air bag restraints? have made some sort of a deal , to
They'll go off like a bomb planted quote one of my unfavorite t.v .
in your car, wrecking the dash and programs. A11yone experiencing
shattering both your windows and similar difficulties with insurance,
eardrums. For those with a bum write in, I'm a sadist. In fact, we'll
ticker, the risk of heart attack due ping your good fortune for all to
to the sudden shock will surely see - and realize that you are
knock you off if the crash only one of the innumerable
persons being taken as sucker by
doesn't.
Look at those rotten insurance an area that can and should be
companies. How do you think government regulated. It's your
they can afford to have offices in pocket they rape and the next guy
all of the new, ultra modern couldn't care less. Enough of this
buildings? Not by taking losses, displeasure.
that's for sure. They answer your
Joy Dept: November's "Hot
claims by raising your rates they'll Rod Magazine" rate the Nova as
throw you out as you look in, and one car that mixes terrific
they make it impossible to buy a performance potential with
muscle car. They make you so economy. Can't quite agree with
sick you could bomb their the last part.
buildings . When you are
I've been waiting for some
unfortunate enough to get in a
slight accident and they have to excelsior fathead in Detroit to
pay out, they rip the skin off your proclaim a "Be nice to your car
back for next year's premium. week". It hasn't happened yet.
They're so fake, its pathetic. Back But do the next best thing - Wash
in '68, my insurance agency told your car this weekend - or
me that I would be off the yourself.
assigned risk if I could stay out of
GUESS THIS LEAVES YOU
accidents and traffic violations for OUT, RALPHIE!

FREE U
PRESENTS
SPEED
READING
FREE UNIVERSITY
presents
SPEED READING at
N.S.C.1111
Would you like to triple your
reading speed? Several people
have expressed interest in having a speed reading course on
campus. In order to get the
Evelyn Wood Speed Reading
Course at N.S.C. , we first have
to find out how many people
are seriously interested and are
willing to pay a small part of
the already reduced fee . If Free
University receives an adequate
response. we can definite!} establish the course. Please respond by returning the following form to Lyn or Marla in the
Student Activities Office. College Center no later than Thursda y. Novt:mber 4th. Bookkts
are also availahk in that office
which describe the Evelvn
Wood Course.
•

Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Address _ _ _ _ __ _

Phone# _ _ _ _ _ __
STUDENT □
FACULTY □

Newark State
First Aid Squad:
Needs Volunteers!!!!

By Bob Travaglione

Back on the trail through the
Pine Barrens. The area is full of
tales of monsters and Blac-k Magic.
Up to the present day there have
been reporl<; of sightings of the
Jersey Devil, a hideous ereature
that swallows whole <·ows and
littlP juic~· ('hildrt>n. Devil -Witch is
another common term of the area.
this she-monstl'r has masses to
Satan, tlw god of darkness in th!•
woods.. 1t performs human
sacrifi ces and has tlw ability to
cast spells using voo-doo dolls.
Some people hav<> said that the
Pineys are from anothl'r planet
because of the vast number of
nying saucer sightings in the
pines.
In 1913, a lot of publicity was;
given to the pine society. and th<>
effects have not yet faded.
Elizabeth Kite, a p~ychological
researchl'r, published a report

called " The Pineys", which
resulted from two years of visits
to cabins in the pines. Her
eoncern o: maybe her fear of the
people of the pines led her to try
to set up a colony for the eare of
the feebleminded . Her report told
of chi ldren who shared bedrooms
with pigs, or men who could not
eount beyond three, of a mother
who walked nine miles a day with
her c-hild to g<>t whiskey, and of a
eouple who took a wheelbarrow
with them when they went out
drinking, so that one cou ld wheel
the other homl•. Miss Kite's report
was made publi c. Newspapers
printed excerpts from it. All over
the state, people became alrmed
about conditions in the Pine
Barrens - a region most of them
had nev<>r seen or heard of. James
T. Fielder, the governor of New
Jersey, after going personally to
1c ., 111 111 11<-d .. n Paµ,· 13 1

All People Interested
Please Contact Mr. Finkel

Newark College Of Engineering

- Townsend Hall
Any Ideas Or Suggestions
Appreciated

Presents

------------ ···

IN CONCERT

The Flying Burrito Bros.

Performance Scene
by Tillie Three-Speed
to pollution? Some sacrifices are
Just think gang, in a matter of necessary if you want your dream
days the wage-price freeze will no machine. puncturing the muffler
longer be in effect. For those of serves one purpose - to make the
you who still want to buy new car sound as if it's just come from
wheels, the time is now!!! With the Indy 500. The average
the money you save by buying commuter won't realize that
your 72's at 71 prices, you can behind that awful roar is a puny
buy real neat accessories for your 105 horsepower engine.
real neat cars.
For those who have a little
Being this is a performance- money and imagination, racing
oriented article, and knowing stripes (preferably black or white)
full-well that the majority of car can be added, along with such
owners just can't afford all those titles as Boss 350 (for Stangs) or
heavy extras needed for the Formula Vee (for VW's). If one is
hot-rod look, I will attempt to really daring, one can avoid the
point out certain sure-fire high cost of studded wide ovals by
shortcuts to soupin' up all those merely applying white paint over
tame Mustangs and VW's.
the raised lettering on the side of
If you find yourself in the the tire; then finish by adding a
same predicament as me - that is, three-digit number next to the
owning a Mustang with a 1 70 brand name of the tire. Flag
c.i.d. engine with a three-speed decals are also cool, as well as
transmission - it may take a little Allstate insurance stickers and flag
effort and hard work to produce a decals from foreign countries.
car that goes from 0-60 in 3.2 (I've seen Italy plastered on many
seconds. In short, it's bumpers.)
IMPOSSIBLE!!! So settle for
Using white masking tape,
second best. First puncture the proceed to spell out on the rear
muffler. So what if it contributes
(Continued on Page 13)
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Plus Special Guest Star

HIGH HOTEL
RATES IN

NEW YORK CITY

David Rea

Stay at the world -famous
Hotel Roosevelt for just

$10

A D AY SINGLE
$15.00 Ouubl1c
$ 3.00 fu r 3r u
Pt:rscm in room

Fri., Nov. 12, 1971 Tickets $3.50

Thanksgiving Day • Reserve now for
an exciting holiday in New York .

Get into it on the East Side.
the best location in the city .
You're within walking distance
of famous shops, boutiques.
popular East Side pubs, the
U.N., the Main Library , Mus·
eums and those great little res·
tau rants from every country
in the world .

_G,£J,' ~

~

(·- ;/loo~et!dt

2 Shows

8:00 & 11 :00 P.M.
Ticket Info. 645-5457

Typing Done

Or This Will Be The

HOTEL

For reservations call FREE
800·522-6449 New York State
800-221-2690 All other States
Madison Avenue & 45th Street
New York, N. Y. 10017
A REALTY HOTEL

Don 't Fuck Up The Gym

Reasonably Priced
Call 355-346 ,.

LAST FILM FEST.
Herb Yardley
CCB
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·T he J,npossible Drea,n Beco,nes A Reality
interprets the roles he was given.
Both as the "governor" and as the
innkeeper he is sensitive and
proves to be a genuinely good
actor and singer.
Aldonza, Don Quixote's
"Lady", is played by Moira
O'Brien, a capable actress who can
sing as well as she can act.
Antonia was played by Vickie
Turner, the housekeeper by Pam
Zarro and the innkeeper's wife by
Diane Urban all very potentially
fine actresses.
The choreography by Kathy
Havel was splendid, particularly
the magnificent dance by the
gypsies featuring Geo-Ann
Dillman as Fermina who is really a
very good dancer.
The N.S.C. Orchestra under the
able direction of William Feldman
and Anna Jean Brown provided
the musical score to make such
songs as "The Impossible Dream "
and " Dulcinaea "
truly
memorable.
The stunning sets are designed
by the creativity of Richard
Turick and Anna Deck is the stage
manager.
Assistant directors are Kathy
Muzikar, Diane Wagner and Carol
Wander. The assistant stage
managers are Jackie Zavaglia and
Brian Jorgenson.
Also in the cast are Gerald
Riehl as the head muleteer with
Ben Marshall, Tom O'Brien, Gary
Oboz, Anthony Spadora and
Kevin Lons as the other
muleteers.
The prisoners are Walter
Morrison, Jane Weltrau, Joanne
Ciemniecki, Cleta McLeod, Nancy
Perry an!} Ron Skortion.
The guards are Neil Cohen,

by Mike White
For its first presentation of
their 1971-72 season the Theatre
Guild in conjunction with the
N.S.C. Orchestra is performing
Man of La Mancha. This "play
within a play" stars Walter
("Skip") Corris in the leading role
of Don Quixote who is really
Miguel Cervantes, an actor.
Cervantes is accused of being an
"idealist, a bad poet and an
honest man," an indictment that
generates the plot of the drama.
Corris is a fine actor and an able
singer and he brings much to the
role.
Adding really strong singing
and excellent acting to the
production is Joey Orefice as
Sancho, Don Quixote's squire and
trusted friend who guides his
master through his visionary
world.
Superb, too, is Charlie Cunliffe
as the scowling and cynical
Doctor Carrasco the realist who
tries to shatter Quixote's dream
existence. Some of the finer
moments of the play take place
when Carrasco and the Padre
(portrayed beautifully by Fields
Howard) are singing together or
follow one another. Their voices
enhance the performance
immeasurably.
In his first a!!ting role at N.S.C.
the inimitable James Murphy does
not only once again do a great
directing job but his portrayal of
the barber is very funny as well
and provides a high moment of
comic relief in this drama where
the world is a " donkey and we're
all maggots that crawl on it."
Rich Luther aptly displays his
versatile talent in the way he

Norm Wadell and Mike Spivack.
Betty Lee and Jane Woytowitz are
the horses and Greg Corso and
Ruth Wood are the MEN of the
Inquisition.
The performances are
Thursday , Friday and Saturday,
November 11, 12 and 13 and
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
November 18, 19, and 20 at 8:00
p.m. Students of N.S.C. receive
one free ticket upon presentation
of their Student I.D. and extra
tickets may be purchased at $2.00
for center seats and $1.00 for side
seats.

Wanted - 8 strong and healthy men who are able to climb Swiss
and Austrian Mountains (in many cases you will ride up the
mountains!), and accompany 20 lovely women on a tour of
Switzerland, Austria and Germany ending up with 10 days at the
Olympics in Munich, Germany.
The cost of this outstanding educational tour (offering 3 credits)
is approximately $795.00, which includes air fare and some
tickets, to he Olympic Games. The approximate dates are Aug.
11-Sept. 15. If interested, contact Mrs. Holden or Dr. Karbe in
the Dept. of Physical Education.
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The Sisters of Alpha Theta Pi
and Kappa Epsilon wish to
thank the college community
frn thdr suppnn Juring the
recent bakesale for Hemophclia
and Saint Pet er's Orphanage.
The donations were greatly
apprecia ted .
(Continu ed from Page 11 l

window your car model or the
emblem of the particular car
manufacturer. Then jack up the
rear end at least five feet off the
ground. Finally, when you get
into your custom-made dream

machine, hum or sing such catchy
songs as "I drive my Camaro from
the mountains to t he sea," or
" Only Mustang makes it happen."
Follow t hese simple steps, and
you 'II be a hot-rodder - like a
mill ion ot her individualists.

Hey Kids
Buses To Paterson Game
Arc Available
Contact Bob Powers
NOW !

Plight Of Helpless Seals
by Ruth Ann Varey
The most widely publicized
piece of legislation in recent years
dealing with the treatment of
animals has been the Harris-Pryor
Ocean Mammal Protection Act.
Introduced by Senator Fred
Harris and Representative David
Pryor, these bills (S. 1315 and
H.R. 6558) would ban the killing
of ocean mammals in the United
States waters and by American
citizens anywhere, and would
prohibit the importation of skins
or by-products of ocean
mammals, including seals, polar
bears, walruses, and otters.
Worldwide outrage prompted this
Act, and even such esteemed men
as Jacques-Yves Cousteau have
pleaded with the American people
to support this bill.
Every year two bloody seal
massacres are conducted; one is
on the Pribilof Islands of the
Alaskan coast in July, and the
other takes place near the St.
Lawrence Gulf and the Front in
eastern Canada during March and
April. The Canadian seal slaughter
is typical of how economics can
make two governments ignore the
plight of helpless animalsThe coming of spring begins
the hunt for half a million baby
seals by men who pay one dollar
for a license that permits them to
kill seals. Many of the pups were
born just a few days before and
their prized soft, white coats are
easily yielded because they are
completely helpless. Harp seals
naturally love men and mothers
will allow men to pet their babies;
unfortunately the animals can not
differentiate between concerned
animal-lovers and the men who
carry huge clubs to crack their
skulls until the last minute. Cows
have been known to attack
hunters in a desperate at tempt to
prevent their babies from being
taken. Their efforts are usually
futile and the swirars, or sealers,
skin the pups for their $6 pelts.

Outrage has been expressed
because of the methods used to
obtain the furs. The Canadian
Fisheries Department feels that no
other method has " been found to
be as satisfactory in rendering a
quick and painless death as the
hardwood bat now in regular use
by hunters. " Legally, the
whitecoats must be killed by one
or more blows to the head before
skinning occurs. But many
eye-witnisses have sworn that they
saw pups skinned alive. Often the
babies play dead, and the hunters,
who often club several at once,
take them consciously. However,
Alice Herrington, President of the
Friends of Animals, saw, from a
helicopter above the ice floes,
baby seals skinned while their
heads were raised. Canadian
swirers complain that the
Norwegians who do their work in
the Front are · still hooking pups
with goffs and skinning them
alive.
The slaughters take place for
furs that are used .chiefly for junk
items trimming boots, coats, and
purses. Many defenders of the
hunt claim that the slaughters are
necessary because the poor
fisherman take the carcasses home
to feed their starving families .
This is a falsehood, for the
carcasses are left all over the ice.
Besides, those acquainted with the
inhabitants of the region say that
the hunters are well off financially
and the most a man can make
from the pelts is around $1,000,
hardly enough to sustain a famil y
for a year.
Sugg e sted solutions must
become realities if the harp seals
are to be saved from these
inhumane massacres and from
possible ex tinction . Fur buyers
are responsible for th ese
slaugh t er s, s o people must
boycott all seal fur items. The seal
fur business is slackining only

b ec au se more people are
concerned about this problem .
Brian Davies, author of Savage
Luzury : Slaughter of the Baby
Seals, feels that the ice floes
s hould become a tourist
attraction, a huge sanctuary where
people could view the pups births
and first months. Those who
hunted in previous years would
serve as wardens and guides.
Un fortunately, Prime Minister
Trudeau is for the slaughters, and
so the only alternative for the
American people would be to
push for the passage of the
Harris-Pryor Act. Without a
\t°on t inu,·t.l fr o m Pa~~ I I I
market to sell the furs, the seal the pines, recommended to the
hunt would be worthless. The legislature that the Pine Barrens
islanders would lose their spring be segragated from the rest of
incomes, with no other way to New Jersey in the interest of the
compensate for theis losses.
health and safety of the civilized
people of the state.
Miss Kite also published
At last word , the Pryor bill was
still being debated by a House another treatise on the origin of
committee headed by Rep. the pineys. According to the
Edward A. Garmatz (D.-Md.) On report, nearly all pineys were
the first day of a hearing of the descended from one man , Martin
House Subcommittee on Fisheries Kallikak, who conceived an
and Wildlife Conservation Rep. illegitamate son with an imbecile
Garmatz said that in 24 years in barmaid. Martin 's son was said to
Congress , he had never be the ancestor of generations of
experienced the volume of mail "I imbeciles, prostitutes, epileptics.
have been receiving on the subject drunks, and right wing radicals.
of ocean mammals." His office All of these things led to a deep
had been getting an average of hate -and distrust of outsiders by
200 letters and telegrams a day! the pineys.
None of the people of the
Immediate action must be pines are envious of anyone living
taken or the slaughter will begin an ywhere else, but outsiders
again in March. Please write to consider their dwellings a sign of
Rep. Garmatz and ask him to get destitution. The houses in the
the bill on the floor of the House pines are not painted, because the
as soon as possibl e. Stop buying pineys who do pay taxes, believe
fur coats, fake furs are beau tiful that the real-estate assessments
and much cheaper. Bu t do would be higher if their houses
something before the bloodbath wer e pain te d . All pin ey
starts. The seals can only lay possessions are fun ctional and
helplessly , at the mercy of the appearance is of no signifi cance to
hunters and the average citizens these people.
When pineys talk about going
who could give them the right of
life that is now denied them . to "the Ci ty", they usually mean
Coming: A report on the other Mt. Holly or the Two Gu ys store
on route 206. The reasons the
animals in the Harris-Pryor Act.

A Pink Evening
Breezes from the four corners
alight . The colour of the scented
air dims and grows densely blue.
Afar and above your head a
chilling cry fills the theatre and
shakes your bones
" Hey
Tommie, dis is trippen music! "
And so, with whosh boom and
bang Pink Floyd is all around in
quadrasonic majesty, but for all
their efforts (and these were truly
heroic ) they could not quell the
assininity of their audience. And
oh the joy! the thrill! the wonder
of an experience (multimedia in
the truest sense) with gaily clad
ushers clumping up and down, to
and fro, reprimanding violators of
unmentionable laws, while away
in the seat next, in front, and
behind you , Annette Funicello
land, sprouts wings and shits all
over Pink Floyd and the stage.
The Central Theatre, although
comfortable, will never by NJ's

Fillmore. Newark State's own wild frenzy. Instead , it merely
regalia would have handled the spaces you out - and they do it
scene a whole lot better. Those so well it leaves the audience in
flashlight-happy ushers had too complete silence, even when the
much to talk abou t during the piece is over; unless the audience
show , and too much walking is perpertrated w ith h i p ,
around to do before it. Rather beer-drinking morons, as it was in
than audition groups, the Central Passaic.
should start to audition their
Enough for the audience_and
audiences, until they learn that the ushers ; Pink Floyd ' s
concerts are for listening and not performance is one that must be
for partying.
experienced to be appreciated.
All else aside, Pink Floyd's Each piece was ex tremely
performance is by far the most interesting and well done, with
imaginative and unique on the special note to " Set the Controls
PQP music scene today . Their for The Heart of the Sun" ,
sound equipment consists of forty "Echoes", and "Careful With That
speaker cabinets placed around Ax, Eugene".
the theatre, producing a
It's true that they rely heavily
quadraphonic effect. The sound on sound effects and electronic
whirls all around , up and down, devises, but it is their control of
through doors, and under the seat. these devises that sets them apart
Their music is purely from any . other musicans. They
non-physical; it does not provoke are one of the few groups I have
you to jump upon your seat in seen who know to use volume

without being obnoxious. the
volum e builds and settles down,
setting variou s moods and
feelings.
Again - An Evening With Pink
Floyd must be experienced to be
appreciated. If you ever have the
opportunity of seeing them , don 't
pass it up . - Better luck with
your audiences. -

Cerami's
1561 Morris Avenue
Union 687-5111

1 Regular Pie $1.90
2nd Pie Half Price
With This Coupon
Coupon Valid From
Nov. 11-17

inhabitants love the pines are very
simple. You can be alone and
nobody bothers you. The word
apathy doesn't exist because living
is enough. People known in the
pines as "old timers", lived just
off the woods and seldom saw an
outsider, but they are gone now.
When the United States army
built Fort Dix on the
northwestern edge of the Pine
Barrens during the First World
War, civilian jobs were created,
and many people of the pines first
got to know what money is and
how to use it. Paved roads first
crossed the pines in the
nineteen-twenties. Electric lines,
the Second World War, · and
television brought an end to the
complete isolation of these
people. But all of this has not
changed their attitude towards
material things. So ends the story
of human beings that still exist ;_,
New Jersey.
Notice
T o a ll S pecial Education
majors: Scates pre-school program
has many areas open to help the
mentally. This would be a great
experience.
Stop in the Seate office and
ask for Bob G.
Thanks,
Bob G.
Help Wanted :
Male and Female Students to
tutor children grades 1-12 in
math or reading. Mu st have
own transportation and live in
general area of Westfield . Call
Eb ro ni z Le arnin g Center
233-6 12 1.

WANTED:
Salesman-distributor for large selection 8-track stereo tapes,
all kinds,
up-to-date.
1/3 cost of factory tapes.
Send name, address, and
phone. Box 9113 Albuquerque, New Mexico, 87119.
- - ·· - - -

LEARN TO HYPNOTIZE
Complete course in
scientific hypno$is, and selfhypnosis beginning Tuesday, Nov. 30 at 8 p.m.
Free literature, Hypnosis
· Consultation and Training Center, West Orange,
731-1818.
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Sound And Fury
(Continued from PagL' 4!

· by the October 7 , i 971
_- Independent's cover, I believe a
few observations are in order.
The Independent is far from
-the cornucopia of intellectual
· journalism, and the cover in
question reflects this. I have often
· wondered who is responsible for
this recent offensive type of
writing, and it now appears that
he is alive and well in a Newark
State urinal.
In anticipation of your
invocation of literary freedom to
justify exhibitionistic writing in
poor taste, I would like to point
something out - literary freedom
is essential, however, so are
responsibilities and good taste a
responsibility imposed by literary
freedom .
Literary freedom is not a carte
_blanche for vulgarity. Ostensibly,
the Independent attempts to
• create a sense of accomplishment
; by including churlish material.
1. The Independent is pretentiously
'. advancing itself in a feckless
; , attempt to become urbane by its ·
_• nugatory vogue of writing.
Respectfully submitted,
Frank J. Powers

bookstore to buy stamps. When
we got there there were about
25-30 people blocking the
entrance of the bookstore. I tried
to find out what their purpose
was. In very vague terms I was
told that they were striking and
wanted lower prices and also
something regarding police. Above
the door of the bookstore I saw
two small signs "Lower prices"
and "Donations for food" . I
would appreciate it if someone
would enlighten me to the facts exactly what was going on and
what did the strikers hope to
accomplish?
Lena Welner

A Poem

What happened to the era
when the candidates aspired to
office for the prestige and
satisfaction of a " job well done?"
With the present trend and since
the executive officers are unable
to preform their duties without
monetary reinbursements, I would
suggest that student organization
hire an individual (eliminating the
class president) or give our newly
instituted business manager the
duty of co-ordinating proms,
homecoming, dances, graduation,
trips, etc.
In the light of this incident,-it
should also be stated that a
number of council members
unselfishly donate their time to
the betterment of student
organization without so much as a
thank you . Ask Steve Wance,
Gary DeCarlos, Elliot Bernstein
and Jim Harrison who are on
numerous committees.
Given , the president and
treasurer of student organization
and the school editors have an on
going task in the performances of
their duties, but their associates
lend help in a piece meal manner
as displayed in their multiple
meeting absences.
It really has regressed into a bit
mpre than a farce when the
president of student organization
creates these so called checks and
balances, ad hoc committees to
investigate "poor procedures" and
money misappropriations; and
someone like the astute (sneaky)
President McGarry or the smiling
Steve Band can coerce their own
free tuition at a council meeting
lacking a quorum. It would seem
that the executive board might
have had the integrity to abstain
from voting.
Maybe the class presidents
should be re -evaluate their
motives for seeking class office
and the student body aquaint
themselves with council dealings.
Alas students, it's your money .
Richard Hauser
Council Member
Class of 1973

returned. If you would just put it
back in the Kean Lot, (with a
little thank you note!!) all will be
better. Also if anyone who has
seen a green, 1966 volkswagen
licence no. PUB-567 . I would
appreciate your help.
HELP!
Gary Decarolis

Painting
Stolen
To the editor:
During the first week of
November I had a painting stolen
from the Student Faculty
Exhibition in Vaughn-Eames Hall,
I was quite shocked by the fact
that someone at Newark State
College 'has not been educated as
to what great importance a work
of art is to man.
First of all a work of art
produced by students calls for a
great amount of energy expended
- that being time and money .
Furthermore, if a student wants
to further his education for higher
degrees, he uses his works of art as
a means to get into the necessary
institutions.
Secondly a work of art is of
great importance to the public.
People need to become more
aware and conscious of · the
direction of art, since it induces
one to become more perceptive of
their environment. Therefore,
people who steal works of art
depriv~ not only the artist but
also the family of man .
I sincerely hope Newark State
students who do justify and
participate in stealing works of art
·will mature and realize the need
to share with others.
Thank You
Geoffrey Merton
Senior

Gentle Sister
Your words echo thr.u ·
the lost halls of my mind
along with the recollections
of past despair and hope
I too, have stood ; alone rather
than
'
compromise or change what I
believe to be beautiful
I too , have waited and
searched .. .
even pleaded for that one to know
me
GUIDE TO READING THE
But how can one find peace in the
ABOVE LETTER CHEERFULLY
people
SUPPLIED BY THE AMERICAN
that share this gift of freedom and
HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF
of loving
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
if they hide themselves as if their
CORNUCOPIA n. 1 A goat's horn
love was wrong?
overflowing with fruit , flowers,
I need to find YOU in that mass
and corn signifying prosperity ; a
of
horn of plenty. 2 An overflowing
closed minds and straight laced
- store; abundance.
. OSTENSIBLY adv. Appearing as jokers.
But will you never reveal
such, from ostensible.
yourself?
, CHURLISH n. 1. vulgar, boorish
Will the dark and shadow of your
2. Difficult to work.
FECKLESS 1. Lacking purpose or lonely closet
vitality; feeble. 2. · Careless, never be subsituted for the light
and sunshine?
irresponsible.
NUGATORY adj . 1. Of no value, Will you be forced to leave me
worthless. 2. Having no power, alone because of
your fear of injustices?
invalid.
Lady Hope, let your search bring
PRETENTIOUS adj. (Not found
:
in text) Making an extravagant . you to me.
outer show, ostentatious. 2. I, who also must ; disguise my
Oaiming a position of merit, name, am just
as afraid, just as loneiy, and,
especially when unjustified.
just as willing to do away .with
this Hateful oppression
1. Father Paul
Please Contact Don Maroon
Student Activities Office' Student
-i
This is in ·reference to R.C.
Center
To Whom It May Concern:
Kluger's
review of "Summer of
i
To all:
I would just like to say that · it' '42". .
.
Recently the library was closed
w·as a great pleasure to sit in the
Did you really see "Summer of
down on Sundays because there is
snack bar and hear a new type of '42"? I mean, did you? Or did
an alleged lack of funds and
music pouring forth from the you sit back in your seat sneering
Sunday is supposedly when the
Io u d speakers . . . classical. With complacence of 18 plus years
library is least used by the
Although I generally enjoy most and so many eons of experience?
students. I protest this action and
(not all) of the music usually
Sure the picture was nostalgic urge all others to protest until
. heard there, it was very nice to be
how could you possibly relate the
some other agreement is reached.
treated to a medley of Chopin.
intensity of an adolesent summer
The library is supposed to serve
Would it be possible to get more
without pure, simple nostalgia?
the needs of the students and
of this type of music more
Yes, that's just what it was Free Tuition Anyone?
faculty of NSC.
frequently? Thank you to simple. Gary Grimes played a
Yes, thats right. It's quite whoever is responsible.
I can compare this action to
beautiful- Hermie - quiet,
the closing down of bus routes for simple now-a-days. Just become a
Sincerely· intelligent and constantly allowing
member
of
the
executive
board
of
lack of patronage. The concern of
A Lover of the himself to be gadgered by his
the bus routes for lack of student organization or an editor.
ab
ut Classics. son-artist friend through the
Last Friday night the class
patronage. The concern of the bus
O
O
~ct~on~n:;?
s m e desire to interpret his changing
companies does not seem to be presidents were added to the
emotions. Jennifer O'Neill was
the people who need the service at evergrowing payroll of Student
beautiful. She was the type of
particular times and in certain Organization by a unanimous vote
woman
any boy would've loved
areas, but, rather, how much of the executive board (excuse
and
any
little girl would imitate.
profit they are making from the please, Brian Molloy , freshman
The
movie doesn't draw
line. The library should be opened class president voted no). The
laughter
out
of sexual "twitches"
on Sundays for the use of the vote was a close 13-11-1. As
it
induces
laughter
the way it was.
anyone an see, there wasn't even a
college community.
Every guy in the audience can
Lena Welner quorum present, hence the
identify and every girl knows that
meeting shouldn't have convened. To the Editor:
Hopefully my problem has she, too, could've loved a guy like
The session continued though
with the excuse "there is a lot of now been solved but just in case, Hermie.
You're right - the aura of the
work to be done." So now the I'm writing this letter. Last
student is burdened with an Wednesday, as I went to leave '40's literally engulfed the movie.
additional $700 semester school I found my car was What did you want? - girls
To the Bookstore Strikers:
assesment because the class missing! I'm not burning with twitching mini-skirts to be picked
On Friday, November 5th, a presidents "work so, so hard for hate or revenge, all I would like is up in front of a theatre showing
friend _a':!~ I went' to ~ ~~~:'_' the stud~ht b?<iy:·_,
"_ _
, ~~ _have my little old vol~,-v~~ , v t ~y ;~ dfr'-TII! ~~~ti !>Jw9tu,e. ~

·\

-Lena

Classical

On

Gas

The Library

Defended

0

SCholarship
.Awarded
The Barbara Ann Tuffel
Schol,arship will be awarded at the
begi_nning of the spring semester.
The: recipient qf this award must
be junior or senior student who
is a · rriember of a minority group
and who is involved in activities
directed toward the improvement
of campus life for minority group
students. The award is in the
ambu-nt of $250.00 and
applications for this scholarship
can :be picked up on the Student
Activities Offices, the Office of
the Dean of Students, the
Exceptional Education
0 p p·ortunities Office , the
Finartcial Aid Office, Whiteman
Hall : and Dougall Hall. The
deadline for returning the
completed applications to the ·
scholarship committee is Friday.
December 3, 1971.

a

!

T&ank you
cooperation.

for

Tuition

·To

Anyone?

us

Car
Stolen

Lena On
The Strike

~'Summer"

didn't , live in the '40's doesn't
mean ·this picture should be no
less real than, say, a "Summer of
'71 ".
The sum total of Hermie's
experience is to be taken to bed
by Dorothy. Yes, he is taken and
it is a ·very plausible ending. You
don't .see the gasping of erotic
play. bodies clutching, and the
final ecstasies of passion. They
weren't there. Is that what you
wanted? Then, R.C., if you're
male you've never been 15. u n Iess you developed sexual
finesse at the age of 3. If you 're
female, well then, what were you
looking for at that age?
We are common ordinary kids.
Adolescense doesn't have the
psuedo sophistication we put on it
or the intense "search for
identity." It is the "Summer of
'42" :(or '71, if the shoe fits.) and
it is !nnocent, clean, and simple.
·
Gail Scutti

your

By Maureen Goger
Imagine flickering candle
lights, a steaming cup of coffee,
an involved rap session, chocolate
chip cookies, the consoling voice
of Cat Stevens or a young man
playing his guitar just for your
listening pleasure and not for your
pocketbook. All of this for
whatever you wish to donate is at
the Coffee House five nights a
week from 8 to 7 A.M. ALL NSC
students and their guests are
invited. Chairman Alice Feith says
there will be some "Our Gang"
and W.C. Fields shorts slated
around November 23. A more
detailed schedule will appear in
the Independent very shortly.
P.S. to patronizers: Just a little
self-cleaning of your table is
1
nd~.RJ.~!lffif,~ia~l:4 ti

,,
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Pirates Edge ~SC
by Frank Tedesco

Seton Hall's heavily favored
Pirates came to Union Saturday to
play a fired-up Newark State
eleven, and barely escaped with a
14-7 victory. Actually, the Hall
had to capitalize on two key
judgement calls on the part of the
referees to literally sneak across
both their touchdowns. The
victory leaves the Pirates with a
6-1 record on the season while the
Squires fell to 2-4.
The tone of the game was set
in the first quarter, when, on the
second play from scrimmage, the
Hall recovered a Newark fumble
and took over with excellent field
position on the Squire 26. The
Newark State defense however,
then rose to the occasion and on a
4th and goal to go from the 1
yard line, threw up a brilliant
goal-line stand to end the drive.
Seton Hall did manage to push
across a score late in the second
quarter. Following a Newark
punt, the Pirates took over on
their own 37 yard line. From
there they initiated a 67 yard
march featuring the running of
Ralph Coccaro and quarterback
Jerry Alexander, helped along the
way by two key penalties. After
Coccaro carried to the Newark 28,
a personal foul penalty gave the
Hall a 1st down on the 13 yard line. After the Pirates moved to

than half a yard for the 1st down,
Coccaro appeared to be thrown
back for no gain. However, the
referrees ruled that his initial
forward progress had brought him
beyond the line of scrimmage.
The placing of the ball gave Seton
Hall a first down .. . and victory,
for on the next play Coccaro ran
it in for the touchdown . His
subsequent 2 pt. conversion made
the final score 14-7.
The entire NSC defensive core
played inspired football , and this
is reflected in the final statistics.
Defensive back Bagley Goodwyn ,
had 10 tackles, while Shern ,
Dunn, Zarek , and Brown added 5
a piece Also, Ray Bol recovered a
key fumble and Mitch Mazur had
an interception, to add to the
Squire cause.
This Friday night, the Squire
will travel to Wayne N.J ., to play
under the lights against a tough
William Patterson team. Last year
Newark put up a tremendous
team effort and almost pulled one
of the season's biggest upsets
before bowing 10-5. The bitter
memories of that defeat still
remain, but the Squires will have
to come up with another
super-effort if they hope to
reverse the decision. The Pioneers,
recent conquerors of Seton Hall ,
are currently ranked no. 2 in the
country on the football level.

the 8, the Squire defense again
stiffened, and the drive appeared
to be stopped. However the
refei-res ruled that State was
offside on a 4th down play, giving
Seton Hall a 1st and goal from the
3. From there, Jerry Alexander
took it over on a quarterback roll
out for the score. the extra point
attempt was wide leaving the
score 6-0 at half-time.
The Squires came right back to
score midway through the third
quarter set up by a Ray Bol
fumble recovery on the Seton Hall
18tl 1 yard line. After three
unsuccessful plays , the Squires
decided to gamble, and on 4th
and 10, quarterback Charlie Behm
hit Kermit Clements with a 16
yard pass giving Stat,e a 1st and
goal from the 2. Behm then took
it across for the score, and Bob
Montefusco's extra point gave
Newark a 7-6 lead.
The lead was short lived
however, as the Pirates scored on
their very next offensive series to
win the game. Following the
ensuing kickoff the Hall took over
on their own 45. After Ralph
Cocaro carried to the Newark
State 34, Tom Sudol picked up 23
yards in two plays to the Squire
11. Jerry Alexander then carried
down to the 2 yd . line, thus
setting the stage for the game's
key play. On the 4th and no more

Calender Of
Competition

Remember The

DANA Nite

Date

Time

Competition

Place

Dec. 14

4 pm

Montclair

Feb. 4
Feb. 8
Feb. 10
Feb. 15
Feb. 17
Feb. 22
Feb. 23
Mar.1

4pm
4:30 pm
6:30 pm
4:30 pm
6:30 pm
5pm
7:30 pm
3:30 pm

Tri-meet
Montclair-Lehman
Trenton
Jersey City
Douglas
Barnard
Paterson
F.D.U.
Georgian Ct.
Glassboro

NOV. 18

Trenton
Jersey City
HOME
Barnard
Paterson
HOME
Georgian Ct.
HOME

Coffee House

8:00 p.m.

Job Listings

ational Resume' Service
.0. Box 1445
eoria Illinois
. Summer Borin, Director

Part time campus representative for travel agency

Campus Representative hours flexible 33-1/3% commission

·ce Pfister Brass Co.
t~3 Dowd Avenue, Eliz.
~r. Singerman or Miss Cooke 351-5656
rive 2 days per wk. hours and salary to be discussed

Driver-Workman (must have own car)

1

70 Morris Turnpike
ort Hills, New Jersey
. Eisenburg 379-4203

PM Light sales
AM Heavy sales and stock work. Salary open

ttle League of Elizabeth Port
ritten Application being accepted for Summer work.
id Umpires $4.00 per hour
lunteer coaches and managers needed
·te: Elizabethport Little League
1 Dowd Avenue, Elizabeth, N.J. 07206 Attn: Mr. Robert Shaver, president

x Theatre
ute 22, Union, N.J.

Doorman 3 or 4 evenings and Saturdays and Sundays
Cashier 3 or 4 evenings and Saturdays and Sundays

. Austin 964-8978
e Sub Hut
estnut Street (Near Chicken Delight)
ion, N.J.
ply in Person)

Part Time Student Workers Needed
Hours and Salary may be arranged

NOTE: ALL-i JdBS ARE' ON A FIRST COME, FIR-ST SERVE BASIS'.

by Wayne A. Pillar

Wrestling is older than the
ancient Greeks and today it still
thrives. On i:-Jovember 5, the
Elizabeth Armory was filled with
fans , who proved again that it is
the world's greatest consistant'
drawing attraction around the
world.
If you have never seen a match
you are really missing something.
Wrestling has all the ruggedness of
football, the speed of tennis, and
the finess of gymnastics. It is one
of the greatest individual sports
today.
The main idea is to "pin", or
keep , your opponent's shoulders
on the mat for a count of three.
Or else use a hold that will make
your foe give up. Get the picture'?
You did that as a kid , didn't you'?
But you never took it seriously.
right'?
If any of you out there are
saying, "Well. we know it is all
faked," try it sometime. Not so
easy, huh? And if still not
convinced, how can you account
for its' popularity. not only in this
area, but world-wide'? One final
idea, why not ask a wrestling fan?
He could give you the best reasons
going.
Anyway, here are the results
and some brief commentaries:
Tito Torres vs Bull Molina
This was a well fought bout
between two fairly lightweight
wrestlers. Torres won when h<>
arm whipped Molina into the
turn-buckle and followed it up
with the press.
Arnie Skaaland vs
Jim Valient
Ring veteran Skaaland bit off a
little to much in this match.
"Handsome" Jimmy had control
of the match most of the time.
The end came when Arnie tried to
follow up an arm-whip but Jim
moved, letting Skaaland fly into
the turn-buckle. This set him up
and Jimmy finished it up with his
famed "Boston Crab".
Victor Rivera vs
Tarzan Tyler
A great match in which neither
man had the advantage for very
long. It ended in a draw after 20

minutes. This should be a very
good rematch when and if it's
rescheduled.
MAIN MATCH: Luke Graham
vs Pedro Morales Pedro is the
World Wide Wrestling Federation
.(WWF) heavyweight champion.
But he had a tough fight with
"Crazy" Luke. In the begginning ,
it was all Graham , with Luke
laying in elt-ow smashes and knee
drops. Pedro kept himself from
being pinned by using his strength
to throw Graham off. After
trading the advantage around for a
while. Pedro appeared to be losing
ground, but he hurdled the
charging Graham , followed him to
the topes, and did a reverse back
flip off the ropes to "tie Luke
into a "small package" for the
pin, much to the approval of the
fans.
The Russians vs Mike Pappas &
Manuel Soto A special tag-tean;
match . The Russians totally
dominated the first fall by
showing what teamwork and fast
tag-offs can do. They sewed it up
when Russian No. 2 back-dropped
Soto after he came off the ropes
and pinned him .
Fall number two showed that
if you lose once, don't give up.
Soto started fast, and finished
even quicker after putting Russian
No. 1 into the Abdominal Stretch
for the submission hold.
The third fall was fast and
furious. The advantage switched
around for the whole fall. It
ended when Russian No. 1 set
Pappas up for the "Atomic Drop"
and followed with the press. Oh.
by the way, the reason why I
didn't use the Russian's names is
because they wear masks. Nobody
around here knows their names.
If you liked this article and
would like to see more of them,
please write to me in care of the
INDEPENDENT. If you are really
interested go to the matches in
your area. It is a great release of
your pent-up emotions. If you
still need more convincing, watch
wrestling on T.V., Sunday's, 6:30
P.M., Channel 4 7. It has most of
the major stars of this area on. lt
would really be worth a look see.

Swimming Team

(Continu ed from Page 3)

rrravel International Inc.
636 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass 02215
r. Surgner 617-262-4340

Wre_~ tling Revievv
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N.S.C. Co-ed Competitive
Our men's team consists of
Swimming and Diving Team
eleven members: Keith D' Amat.o,
Coaches: Dr. W. Karbe and Mrs. Michael Hansult, Rich Jacobs,
D. Holden
Joey Orefice, Stephen Schectman,
Men's manager
Steve Roger Steinhauser, Rob Swails,
Schectman
Kurt Wanner, Charles Zalewski,
Women's manager
Debbi Steve Zamek and Carlos Gonzalez.
DeBartolomeis
All under the direction of Dr.
Practice Sessions:
Karbe, who also instructs both
Tuesday and Thursday men and women divers.
college free hour
The women's team is made up
MUST ATTEND
of eighteen members: Dawn
ONE EVERY WEEK
Adams, JoAnne Bopp, Debbie
DeBartolomeis, Coleen Fallon,
Instructional Sessions:
Gail Gross, Kathy Hunter, Barbara
Monday .. .. .. . ... 3:00 to 5:00 Jones, Evelyn Korman, Barbara
Wednesday . ...... .4:30 to 6:30 Lagno, Eileen McGuckin, Joyce
REQUIRED ATTENDANCE
Otte, Linda Salerno, Cindy
Schmidt, Theresa Schuyler,
DIVERS
Donna Zientek, Randi Emmer,
Men
Women Ginger Werner and Fran Wester.
Joey Orefice
Fran Wester
Anyone experienced or
Keith D'Amato
Randi Emmer interested in competitive diving or
Roger Steinhauser
swimming will be extremely
A number of the members of welcome to join. Come to any
the 1971-1972 competitive swim practice, or see Dr. Karbe or Mrs.
team at Newark State have had Holden.
previous experience swimming
This season promises to be a
com~titively and the others
exhibit good potential. This year challenging and hopefully a most
is the first time our co-ed team successful one for our team.
can truly be recognized as Everyone is invited to attend and
support the team at the meets.
"CO-ED".
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY

National Educational Advertising Services, Inc.
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DATE

EVEN~f{~l:oA70!E~

MONDAY, NOV. 15th
10 :00 a.m .-3 :30 p.m .

Federal Career Day

3 :00 p .m.-5:00 p .m.
4:00 p.m .-6 :00 p.m .
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 p.m.
TUESDAY, NOV . 16th
8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m .
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m .
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p .m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :05 p.m .

Thematic Microlab
Free U : Women's Group
Coffee House
Social Welfare Seminar
CCB Film Series : Flash Gordon
Mass
Townsend Lecture Comm. Mtg.

4:00 p .m .-6:00 p .m .
Free U : Rap Session
7:00 p.m .-1 0 :00 p.m .
Festival Chorus Rehearsal
8:00 p .m.-1:00 a.m.
Coffee House
WE DNESDAY,NOV . 17th
12:15 a.m. 11 :30 a.m.-1:30 p.m .
Student Activities Staff Mtg.
8 :00 p.m .-10:30 p.m.
Union County 4H Playmakers Guild
8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m .
Coffee House
THURSDAY, NOV. 18th
12: 00 p.m .-3:00 p .m.
Draft Counselling Mtg.
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m .
Renata Club Mtg.
1:40 p.m .-3:05 p.m .
History Dept. Film: "Growing Up Female"
1 :40 p.m .-3:05 p .m .
Concert/Fine Arts Dept.
3:3 0 p.m.-6 :00 p.m .
Group Experience
4:00 p .m .-5 :30 p.m.
Cooperating Teachers Tea
8:00 p.m .-1 :00 a.m.
Coffee House
8:30 p.m .Theatre Guild Performance: "Man of La Mancha "
FRIDAY, NOV . 19th
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p .m .
Sexual Identity
1 :30 p.m .-3:30 p.m.
Explore
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m .
Student Council Mtg.
8:00 p .m.-1:00 a.m .
Coffee House
8 :00 p.m.·
Social Comm . Mixer
8 :30 p.m.Thea tre Guild Performance : "Man of La Mancha "
SATURDAY , NOV. 20th
8:30 p.m.Theat re Guild Performance : "Man of La Mancha"
SUNDAY , NOV . 21st
CCB-ROck Concert :
Procal Harum and
2/Shows
King Crimson / NSC
ID 's onl y.

I i'I DEP Et'I DEl'r·r
PLACE
Hallway to
right of
Snack Bar
Coffee House
Alumni Lounge
Hex Room
Formal Lounge
Little T heatre
Coffee House
Room B,
Bookstore Bld g.
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Hex Room

Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Room B, Downs
Room A, Downs
W100
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Formal Lounge
Hex Room
TPA
Alumni Lounge
Coffee House
Room A, Downs
Hex Room
Rooms I, II
TPA
TPA
TPA

Forest fires burn more than trees.
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